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1
Seeing the Form 
Through Its Users’ POV



What is the job that a form 
is supposed to do?

What’s the point of a form?



A successful form is a key 
‘Access to Justice’ gateway.
A good form will allow people to participate in the 
court system, 
by getting their key information & stories into the 
court staff, in the clearest & most strategic ways for 
their problem’s just resolution.



A successful form will increase 
procedural justice & substantive 
justice.
It will make a person feel that the court process is 
transparent, fair, and trustworthy.
It will let them share their info, perspective, & experiences 
so that the judge can make a fair decision, applying the 
law to the situation in a just way.



Our design lab works on making 
documents that are more likely to
build people’s legal capability &
increase their access to justice.
There are many other labs at law schools & other universities 
that also do this. Other government agencies also have their 
own design labs. 







To make better forms, we 
need to see them from 
users’ perspectives





Who are the 
form users?



Who are the form users?
People trying to get their story & info across:

- Self-represented litigants with a paper form or PDF
- Litigants using a document-assembly website tool by 

themselves
- Litigants receiving brief services at a clinic or help center
- Litigants with full counsel

Who might have situations like:
- Limited English Proficiency
- 8th Grade Reading Level
- High Stress 



Who are the form users?, pt. 2 

Advocates helping people get their story across:

- Self Help Center Staff
- Legal Aid lawyers
- Pro Bono lawyers
- Paralegals
- Private lawyers



Who are the form users?, pt. 3

Family & Friends trying to help a litigant do this right

- a child translating for their parent with limited 
English proficiency

- a friend helping their stressed-out friend to get this 
done

- a mom helping their kid



Who are the form users? Inside the 
court

Clerks who must make assess the form entries & get it 
into the court IT systems

Judge & team who must make sense of the form’s 
information narrative, to prepare for calls, meetings, 
& hearings

Software systems that must interpret the form info to 
triage the case to the right place





Is this form
Usable, 
Useful, and
Engaging 
to its intended users?



Would a litigant be able to 
find & use it easily?

Would they find it useful, to 
get their key info across & 
prepare for court?

Would it engage them, so 
they want to spend time & 
resources filling it in?



“I need to figure out whether I can get a guardianship of my 7 year old 
grandson while his mom is in treatment.”



“My landlord just sued me for eviction. Now what can I do?”



A Successful Form would…
- Engage the person -- so they’d actually fill it out
- Be confident & strategic in how they fill it out
- Fill it out with lowest cost & resources possible 

(low administrative burden)
- Feel that the court is respectful & fair

- Reduce amount of calls and visits to court staff
- Reduce amount of mistakes clerks must deal with
- Get correct & comprehensive info, in clear & 

accessible presentation, to clerks and judges



How do we make it
more likely that litigants will 
engage with these forms, 
use them easily & correctly,
and find value in filling them out?



*
Today we’ll talk about forms as 
the way to get info into courts. 
But we should also be moving 
beyond forms to:
- Document assembly tools to gather the info
- Data fields sent in directly to court system (no 

more pdfs!)



2
Visual Design 
Principles



Forms should follow the best 
practices for visual design to 
make them engaging, useful, and 
usable.



General 
Visual design principles



Key visual design rules
+ Support the User Journey: by making it easy for a person to 

navigate the document, and guiding them through a ‘story’.

+ Hierarchy: prioritize the info & tasks, with clear navigation. 

+ Standard, Clear Layout: all aligned, with single visual language -- 
and with distinct zones for the person to explore.

+ White Space: let the eye breathe, make people calm, and give 
space to the most important info.

+ Selective Pops: use limited amounts of special fonts or colors to 
draw attention to high-priority info.



Use visual 
design to 

emphasize key 
info & tasks. 



Put the key info in 
the right location.



Standardize with a 
‘grid plan’. 
Divide the page into 
consistent zones, 
consider columns. 
Always align!



Don’t overstuff.



Have a standard, 
simple font 
language.
Prioritize legibility!



Avoid fonts with 
lots of baggage. 
‘Fun’ fonts often 

read ‘inauthentic’.



Have a standard, 
simple color 
language.



The Before
From Simplification Centre UK
https://www.simplificationcentre.org.uk/simple-ac
tions/simple-action-reports 

https://www.simplificationcentre.org.uk/simple-actions/simple-action-reports
https://www.simplificationcentre.org.uk/simple-actions/simple-action-reports


The After
From Simplification Centre UK
https://www.simplificationcentre.org.uk/simple-ac
tions/simple-action-reports 

https://www.simplificationcentre.org.uk/simple-actions/simple-action-reports
https://www.simplificationcentre.org.uk/simple-actions/simple-action-reports


Specific
Court Form design principles



What’s in a court form?
Let’s make sure we know the key, usual components that are in a 
form document.



What is on a court form?

- Credentials that signal the form is official for a jdx
- Title and purpose, what the form is & what it’s about
- Instruction info for the user, so they know what to do 

overall, and then in each section
- Questions and tasks, asking the user for key information 

and posing choices to them
- Entry fields for the user to put information into
- Insider fields for the court staff to mark notes, enter info
- Links to more help and associated documents



How do litigants use a form?
This helps us figure out specific principles that can help increase 
engagement, usability, and usefulness.



How people use forms
+ They scan them over quickly. What should I expect? How long is this 

going to take? Can I even do this? Am I up for this challenge?

+ They do work in bursts. They may have 1 burst when they first 
engage. But they’ll likely pause & disengage after they get tired. 
Hopefully they’ll re-engage with later bursts!

+ They might get distracted or discouraged when they can’t 
understand or feel overwhelmed. Can you help make sure this 
doesn’t lead to disengagement? Instead, support them there.

+ They want to be ‘normal’ and strategic. The form should amplify 
their sense of legal capability -- not make them feel lonely or dumb.



How can we make design 
principles work 
in this ‘court form’ context?
Let’s get more specific than our general principles!



Court Form Design principles
+ Have a clear navigation scheme & glance-able structure. Can a person ‘get’ 

the key zones of info & tasks within a 1-minute glance-over?

+ Be calm & readable. Don’t overcrowd with info and tasks. Does it make the 
person feel more capable or less? Does it have distinct zones of work?

+ Support stressed-out users. Does it have off-ramps to info, examples, & 
assistance --  especially near the hardest tasks?

+ Be easy to fill in. Have consistent, ample space to fill info in. Make it clear 
through spacing, boxes, lines about what is ‘right’ and ‘normal’ to put in.

+ Don’t prioritize ‘insider’ tasks & info over the user’s. Are user tasks in 
high-priority places? Are insider tasks put in discrete, low-importance places?



3
Walk Through a Form 
Redesign



Let’s apply 
the design 
principles



Scenario
A tenant has just been sued for eviction. 
They’ve searched online & found a pdf of this form at the California courts’ 
webpage. https://www.courts.ca.gov/documents/ud105.pdf 
How can we make it usable, useful, and engaging to this litigant?

https://www.courts.ca.gov/documents/ud105.pdf


User Journey Review of your form

If a person sat down with this form, could they navigate it?

- At the start, does the document establish a clear, trustworthy 
relationship between the court & the user?

- Do the tasks follow a logical, clear order?
- Are they grouped into clear ‘zones’ that make sense to a user?
- Are the zones labeled with clear Section Headings?
- Are there instructions/guidance about sections?

- Are there ‘Offramp’ links for info & more help in the right place -- 
in context where the person might be looking for them?

- At the end, does it make the person confident about next steps?



Hierarchy Review of your form
Do you have a clear hierarchy of information & tasks?

- Your strategic ranking: Have you reviewed everything you want to 
convey & get from the user? What is most important? What is 
middle? What is least?

- Giving the right treatment: For the most important things, have 
you put them:
- In the prime locations
- With bigger fonts
- With ‘pop’ of color, font, or bold

- Strong headings: Have you put strong, clear headings for the 
distinct ‘zones’?



Clear, Standard Layout review
Do you have standard ways you’re laying out groups of info?

- Are things consistently in the same place on the page, in the 
same font/sizing/alignment:
- Instructions
- Questions
- Entry boxes
- More info & links
- Court/clerk 

- Are they grouped in clear & distinct zones for a user to navigate?
- Different tasks/topics are clearly delineated from each other
- So a person can ‘take a break’ in between zones



Legibility & Capability-building review

Are the zones, text, and layout all accessible & enhancing legal 
capability -- instead of overwhelming the person?

- Is there plain language or legal jargon, code references, etc?

- Is the text presented in a large enough font, with enough line 
spacing, for it to be easy to read? 

- Does the text go all the way across the page (too long)?

- Are the different zones of tasks cluttered together on page? Or is 
there breathing, white space at margins and between zones?



4
The Design Process



The Process to Make 
‘Rough Designs’
Generate sketchy form prototypes to 
user-test, and then formalize with 
professional designers & legal experts







Now Test these Sketches! 
Involve design professionals 
to make them formal



The Mindsets to Wear During 
this Process









Can you hold workshops to 
jumpstart this work?



Workshop 1: Users Talk through how they used the past form, 
what went wrong & well. They review proposed new form 
sketches and propose ‘user requirements’.



Workshop 2: Users & Experts do a ‘design review’ of current 
form. They collaborate with designers to draft new ones.



Workshop 3: Professional Designers review existing forms & 
user research. They propose better form designs & produce 
prototypes to test



Workshop 4: Users Test new proposed forms. The team asks 
structured feedback questions to rank proposals against each 
other -- and measure the forms’ performance on key metrics.



5
Q&A: how can you 
make this work?



Can you make your forms better 
designed?
P.S. You can also use similar processes to redesign 
other form ‘interfaces’. 
Can you make sure document assembly & online 
form-filling is also user-friendly?



https://law.stanford.edu/filing-fairness-project/



Want to work 
on forms 

research & 
design?

Be in touch!

Margaret Hagan
Stanford Legal Design Lab
@margarethagan
legaltechdesign.com/ 

https://www.legaltechdesign.com/

